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Explain radio frequency spectrum & its application used in communicationsystem
with a neat Sketch.
Explain the concept of frequency mixing.

OR
Draw the neat circuits and equivalent circuits (for different modes) of ring
modulator using diodes for generating DSB-SC signal.
Generate DSB-SC signal with the help of ring modulator using diodes, with a neat
sketch of waveforms.

Expand the expression for FM signal in terms of Bessel functions.

Explain the generation of FM using direct method.

OR
With the necessary circuit and voltage to frequency characteristics, explain the
functionality ol'balanced slope detector for FM.
Compare slope detector and balanced slope detector.

IUNILIIil
Explain the concept of narrowband noise plus sine wave.

Explain noise equivalent bandwidth.

OR
Explain tlie noise performance of DSB-SC scherne with the l-relp o1'neat block
diaglanr
The nojse figure of a receiver is 20dB and it is fed by a low noise amplifier which
lias gain of 40dB and noise temperature of 8O0K.Calculate the overall noise
temperature of the receiving systern and the noise temperature of the receiver.

luNrr-rvl
Explain tl.re tlansmission bandwidth of PAM signal. L2 6M
Discuss about synchronization in PAM. L4 6M

OR
Whal san.rpling rate and sampling interval would be appropriate lirr a television Ll 6M
video clrannel with a rnaximum bandwidth of 4 Mllz.?
Explain the frequencv spectrurr of Flat Top PAN'I signal. L2 6M

luNrr-vl
f,.xplain ahout sensil jvily, selcctivity and fidelity. L2 (tM
[)rarv bJocl< diagranr t)1'Super-hcterodync AM reccivcr and explain lirnctiorr ol' L5 (rM
cr'rch blocli
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l0 :r Wrile a short note on channel capacitv o1'a Discrete menlory less chanuel. L2 6M

b A voice grade telephone channel has a bandr.i,idth o1'34001-lz.lf the signal to noise L4 6M
ratio on the channel is 3OdB; determine the capacity of the channel. If the above
channel is to be used to transmit 4.8kbps o1' data determine rninimun-r SNR
required on the channel.
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